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Company Name

Asset Name

Skills

Published on Blue
Prism Digital
Exchange

TAP Level

XpertRule

Human-Robot
Conversations

Collaboration

a

TAP Affiliate

The overall business benefit of using AI Powered Decisions is a
Hold dynamic conversations with customers and human co-workers
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
significant increase in the amount of work that can be
m/dx/entry/3399/solution/human--- https://xpertrule.com/contact
to troubleshoot, capture missing data and get a complex decision to
successfully automated and a key enabler for full end-to-end
robot-conversations
avoid breakpoints in your automated processes.
process automation.

7/5/2019

XpertRule

AI Powered Decisions

Problem Solving

a

TAP Affiliate

Build self-learning models fuelled by human expertise and AI to give
your digital workforce the power of business decision making. This
enables you to automate more complex and dynamic business
processes without bringing humans into the loop.

The overall business benefit of using AI Powered Decisions is a
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
significant increase in the amount of work that can be
m/dx/entry/3399/solution/aihttps://xpertrule.com/contact
successfully automated and a key enabler for full end-to-end
powered-decisions
process automation.

7/5/2019

Blue Prism

Sharepoint ACS Based
Authentication

Collaboration

a

Easily authenticate with SharePoint using Microsoft Access Control
Service through CliendID / Secret. Most easy way to authenticate
Sharepoint with very simple steps and fully manageable by a
Sharepoint Site admin without any other IT involvement.

Simplest method of authentication with Sharepoint

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/sharepoi
nt-acs-based-authentication

7/3/2019

Blue Prism

Sharepoint List Library
Skill

Collaboration

a

Easily connect and work with SharePoint Lists. Easily execute
actions Get list items, search list, create item, delete item, get item
details, get attachment, attach item.

Integrate and collaborate with Sharepoint and internal
applications directly

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/sharepoi
nt-list-library-skill

7/3/2019

Blue Prism

Azure AD
Authentication
Certificate Based

Collaboration

a

This authentication skill can be used to generate tokens that allow
interaction with almost all Azure assets and Microsoft Online assets
like O365.

Secure authentication with Azure AD

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/azure-adauth-certificate-based

7/3/2019

Enate

Enate Connector

Learning

a

The integrated solution will help customers to easily connect to
Enate within Blue Prism Process Studio using a code-free ‘drag and
drop’ interface.

The Blue Prism/Enate integration gives enterprises easy access
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
to “drag-and-drop” activities for instant connection to Enate’s
m/dx/entry/9817/solution/enatehttps://forum.enate.community/
Service Orchestration platform – all while building a digital
connector
worker’s workflow within Blue Prism.

Smartlogic

Smartlogic Semaphore
Classifier VBO

Knowledge & Insight

a

TAP Affiliate

Feature Description | Facts

Business Benefit

Digital Exchange Landing
Page Link

Helpful Partner URLs

The Smartlogic Semaphore Classifier Visual Business Object allows
Semantically enriches enterprise information with context and https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://www.smartlogic.com/about/
m/dx/entry/9791/solution/smartlogi
Blue Prism users to access a Semaphore Classification Server instance meaning in the RPA process to both structured and
smartlogic-support
c-semaphore
in order to add structured metadata to the data they are processing. unstructured data

Publication Date

7/3/2019

7/2/2019

Tabscanner

Tabscanner – Receipt
OCR

Visual Perception

a

RPA Supervisor

RPA Supervisor

Planning & Sequencing

a

Ren Roros Intelligent
Automation

Elis Document Data
Extraction

Visual Perception

a

Instant invoice automation -- Boost Blue Prism with AI-powered
invoice data capture

∙AI-powered data capture from invoices
∙Accelerate the implementation of invoice automation
∙No templates or business rules to set up
∙98% keystroke reduction, 6x faster invoice processing

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/8487/solution/elishttp://www.rria.no
document-data-extraction

5/22/2019

As unstructured data specialists, CognitiveScale’s Process
Insights Agent focuses on Intelligent Document Processes –
applying OCR, Machine Learning, Natural language Processing
(NLP), Natural Language Understanding (NLU), Image
Classification, Text Classification, Entity Resolution, Hyper
Segmentation and Text Analytics technologies to identify and
classify content and extract data – all while continuously
learning from human input.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/8666/solution/cognitive https://www.cognitivescale.com/
scale-process-insights

5/17/2019

By extending a robot to conversational engagement, the
person can have immediate answers and execution of tasks leveraging and extending robots you already have....and
opening a whole new domain of robots that can support the
End User without the need for intervention.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://info.kore.ai/blue-prismm/dx/entry/8663/solution/koreaiconvergence-of-conversational-botsconversational-automation
and-process-automation

5/17/2019

Tabscanner allows Blue Prism developers to easily convert receipt
images into classified JSON formatted data

TAP Affiliate

Allows automatic scanning of receipts removing the need for
data entry which can assist in the automation of expenses
claims and eliminate human error.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/9443/solution/tabscann https://tabscanner.com
er--receipt-ocr-2

Controllers also report that they are free from having to check
The RPA Supervisor manages your digital workforce for you. It acts as
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
on the digital workforce outside of business hours. The RPA
m/dx/entry/9377/solution/rpahttps://www.rpasupervisor.com
an automated controller that drastically optimizes your RPA
Supervisor takes care of business and notify you if human
supervisor-4
resources with advanced algorithms and event handling capabilities
action is required.

CognitiveScale

CognitiveScale Process
Insights

Knowledge & Insight

a

TAP Affiliate

CognitiveScale’s Process Insights improves the effectiveness and
efficiency of business processes at the very core. The Process Insights
Agent provides unique insights to the process operator (human-inthe-loop) to reduce their time to remediate a process exception. It
brings the power of CognitiveScale’s Profile-of-One combined with
skills such as OCR with bounding box, Image Segmentation, Object
Detection, Document Classification, Intent Classification, and Entity
Extraction amongst others.

Kore.ai

Kore.ai Conversational
Automation

Collaboration

a

TAP Affiliate

This Datasheet provides details about the integration of Kore.ai and
Blue Prism with the Connector, including what it does and how it
works.

TAP Premier

1. Reduce operational costs by increasing reliability and
quality; the addition of AI functionality improves data
extraction. Eliminate the heavy expense of installing,
maintaining and upgrading on-premise IT infrastructure by
moving to a SaaS subscription model.
The Intelligent Capture Cloud is an innovation developed by convedo
2. Scale faster and easier by addressing changing needs as your https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
exclusively with IRIS optical character recognition technology. This is
m/dx/entry/8667/solution/intelligen http://www.convedo.com
organisation grows. For example, when it’s time to increase
a powerful solution to organisations that have the heavy burden of
t-capture-cloud
bandwidth for managing unstructured data, rather than
relying on paper struggling to go digital.
investing in additional in-house server capacity and software
licenses, simply adjust your monthly SaaS subscription.
4. Connect to the Intelligent Capture Cloud Instantly. A secure
internet connection is all that's required for the Blue Prism
Digital Worker to access Intelligent Capture Cloud

Convedo

Intelligent Capture
Cloud

Princeton Blue

Automated Customer
Service

Princeton Blue

Automated Label
Management

Problem Solving

a

∙AI to understand the customer sentiment
∙Blue Prism RPA to automate routine tasks like reading emails, fetching customer data
from CRM
∙End-to-end customer service process automation with Appian BPM
∙Alexa for natural language common customer service requests
∙Appian Low code development platform for a rich, modern and mobile-enabled
customer experience
∙Dashboards and reports for real-time visibility into Customer Service operations

a

Transform your customer service experience with intelligent
automation powered by Appian BPM, Low-code, AI and case
Management platform, Blue Prism RPA and Amazon Alexa.

a

∙Automated Workflow
∙BPM process for Label Change Request
∙SharePoint Integration
∙Blue Prism digital workers performing search and download of
documents
Princeton Blue’s Automated Label Management solution leverages a
∙Automated Document Ingestion
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://princetonblue.com/blueBlue Prism Robotic Process Automation platform combined with
m/dx/entry/8612/solution/automate prism-rpa/#automated-label∙Automated reading of regulatory pdf documents
Appian’s process orchestration and exception handling capabilities of
d-label-management
management
∙Excel Data Entry
BPM to automate Label Management from end-to-end.
∙Data entry into an Excel spreadsheet using Blue Prism RPA
∙Analysis Dashboards
∙Visibility into process execution with dashboards and reports
∙Seamless Integration
∙Blue Prism digital workers integrated with Appian Business

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://princetonblue.com/appianm/dx/entry/8612/solution/automate low-code/#automated-customerd-customer-service
service

7/2/2019

6/13/2019

5/15/2019

5/14/2019

5/14/2019

a

Princeton Blue's Automated Vendor Onboarding solution leverages
the power of Blue Prism RPA and Appian BPM and Low-code
platform to achieve end-to-end automation.

∙Automated Document Ingestion
∙Automated reading vendor onboarding word form
∙Automated Workflow
∙Triggering an Appian Process from Blue Prism along with data
read from Word file. Exception handling and special approvals https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://princetonblue.com/bluem/dx/entry/8612/solution/automate prism-rpa/#automated-vendorexecuted by human users.
d-vendor-onboarding
onboarding
∙Excel Data Entry
∙Data entry into Excel sheets using Blue Prism digital workers
∙Legacy Data Entry by a robot
∙Updating data into backend systems using Blue Prism digital
worker

5/14/2019

The HyperScience-Blue Prism integration gives enterprises the ability
to drag and drop HyperScience’s intelligent document processing
capabilities into a Blue Prism workflow. HyperScience uses machine
learning to automate data entry, automatically extracting
handwritten, printed, or highly distorted text.

HyperScience manages the entire document analysis and
extraction process, providing an intuitive interface for data
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
validation and for viewing reports on key statistics.
m/dx/entry/8681/solution/hyperscie https://www.hyperscience.com/
HyperScience keeps learning and adjusting to the specifics of
nce-blue-prism-vbo
your enterprise’s processing pipelines and types of documents,
continuously driving higher automation and accuracy.

5/3/2019

∙Return a list of files from an FTP server.
∙Retrieve an individual file from an FTP server and save it
locally (GET).
∙Send an individual file from a local directory to an FTP server
(PUT).

5/3/2019

Princeton Blue

Automated Vendor
Onboarding

HyperScience

HyperScience Blue
Prism Integration

Visual Perception

a

nBotix

nBotix.FTP

Problem Solving

a

This is an automation to send and receive files via FTP.

∙Automate customer account opening and employee
onboarding to remove typical challenges with manually
processing trailing documents.
∙Drive data transparency across the organization by improving
Adlib Elevate expands automation into cognitive processes by
data governance, audit reporting and retention compliance by
automatically transforming complex documents like emails,
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
eliminating errors associated with manual user intervention.
m/dx/entry/8680/solution/adlibhttps://www.adlibsoftware.com
contracts, letters and reports into structured actionable data –
∙Safeguard your sensitive information and maintain PII security elevate-data-extraction-vbo
supercharging the intelligence and automation potential within your
compliance by highlighting potential vulnerabilities—no
Blue Prism digital workforce.
matter where they are stored.
∙Expand RPA usage by empowering your digital worker with
the intelligence to automate content-centric manually
intensive processes – delivering a greater ROI.

TAP Affiliate

Adlib

Adlib Cognitive Data
Extraction

Knowledge & Insight

a

TAP Affiliate

Moonoia

Document-centric AI
platform

Visual Perception

a

TAP Affiliate

Winshuttle

Winshuttle RPA for SAP

Baringa

Introduction to RPA ELearning

Vuram

Vuram MS PowerPoint
VBO

Collaboration

a

TAP Affiliate

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/8465/solution/nbotixftp- http://www.nBotix.com
2

docBrain is the Only document-centric AI platform that allows
The ability to extract data from cursive, non-cursive, constrain,
custom training of neural network models (conceive) while
non-constrain documents which enables automation of
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://www.moonoia.com/docbrainfacilitating the quick deployment of resulting solutions (Consume) to
m/dx/entry/8664/solution/documen blueprism-technology-allianceprocesses related to documents.
solve complex data extraction challenges.
t-centric-ai-platform
program

The Winshuttle RPA for SAP VBO is a template for automating the
task of Winshuttle Runners executing scripts via the Winshuttle Excel
Add-in (Sold by Winshuttle Software). Using the VBO, Blue Prism
processes can automate the tasks to open the file, login to
Winshuttle and SAP ERP and validate, simulate and run the scripts.
The combination of Winshuttle's integration to SAP ERP, along with
the power of Blue Prism's connected-RPA capabilities brings together
a highly optimized and end-to-end automation.

Winshuttle and Blue Prism customers can leverage the
Winshuttle VBO as a starter template that demonstrates endto-end automations involving SAP and non-SAP process and
deliver:
∙Improved data quality
∙Significant time and cost savings
∙Increased efficiency of processes between all systems involved

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://www.winshuttle.com/whatm/dx/entry/8160/solution/sap-excel- we-do/robotic-processadd-in-for-blue-prism
automation/blue-prism/

5/2/2019

5/2/2019

4/18/2019

a

This 20-30 minute e-learning offering aims to provide engaging
enterprise-wide RPA awareness to dispel myths, remove the
A common understanding of the 'what', 'why' and 'how' of RPA is
fear factor, and enable the business to identify opportunities
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://www.baringa.com/en/capabi
critical as it is&nbsp;one of the biggest buzzwords in industry but
m/dx/entry/7847/solution/introducti lities/intelligent-automationeffectively
few organisations have a consistent understanding of what it is; and
on-to-rpa-e-learning
operational-excellence/
Rather than suspicion, skepticism and unease, people will
poor awareness of RPA hampers the success of RPA engagements.
understand what RPA is really about and how it can help them
and their wider organisation.

4/15/2019

a

∙Allows users to automate the creation and modification of
Vuram MS PowerPoint VBO provides basic set of functionality to
Powerpoint content.
allow users to create Powerpoint content. For example,if you would
∙Allows business users to generate canned Powerpoint
like to generate a presentation from contents from the Web, now, it
contents readily.
is possible to do so using the Vuram MS Powerpoint VBO.
∙Extends Blue Prism's MS-Office integration into Powerpoint.

4/15/2019

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/7846/solution/vuramhttp://www.vuram.com
ms-powerpoint--vbo

Blue Prism

USPS Web Tools API

Bue Prism

Baidu OCR Skill

ABBYY

ABBYY Vantage for
Blue Prism

Visual Perception

Visual Perception

a

This asset can be used to correct errors in street addresses,
This asset wraps several methods from the USPS Web Tools Address
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
including abbreviations and missing information. It can also
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/usps-webValidation API. Specifically, it supports ZIP Code Lookup, City/State
supply the associated ZIP+4 code for an address or base 5 digit tools-api
Lookup, and Address Validation.
ZIP Code.

4/11/2019

a

Baidu OCR is the first public cloud-based OCR product in China.
Developed on Baidu&rsquo;s deep learning algorithm and Chinese
OCR technology, it supports a wide variety of generic OCR, pre-built
template-based OCR and custom template OCR capabilities, with the
accuracy up to 85% for Chinese text recognition, and 91% for English
text recognition.

Baidu OCR supports the accurate OCR covering the most
commonly used scenarios. Leveraging Baidu's AI engine, it
supports a wide range of OCR applications that are optimized
for the China market.

4/4/2019

a

ABBYY Vantage is a next generation Content IQ platform for the
enterprise that provides the skills required to understand and create
meaning from content by turning unstructured content into
structured, actionable information. Vantage helps organizations
accelerate their digital transformation by complementing Blue Prism
with new and advanced cognitive skills to perform like humans.

∙Turns unstructured content into structured information using
vision and machine learning technology––all the while learning
and improving over time.
∙Vantage makes digital workers smarter with new and
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
advanced cognitive skills, doing the work that humans would
https://www.abbyy.com/enm/dx/entry/3470/solution/abbyyus/vantage/
otherwise perform.
vantage-for-blue-prism
∙Vantage minimizes the complexity of technologies like OCR
and machine learning, and makes it easy to setup and
configure your document centric processes within the Blue
Prism Process Studio.

4/2/2019

∙Enhanced Functionality
∙API Integration
∙Simplify Manipulation of Large Datasets
∙Memory and Speed Efficiency

4/2/2019

Symphony

JSON Manipulation
(Custom C#)

Problem Solving

a

Appian

Appian Skill

Collaboration

a

Blue Prism

Object Inventory

DX Community
Developed

Companies House (UK
Government)

DX Community
Developed

SMS Messaging
Integration Twilio

TAP Premier

The Symphony Ventures - JSON Manipulation (Custom C#) object
adapts the Blue Prism utility, Utility &ndash; JSON, and includes the
conversion actions between JSON text and collection data items. The
object was developed for the purpose of manipulating larger
datasets more efficiently, interacting with the data contained in the
JSON array directly without the need of converting to a collection
first.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/baidu-ocrskill

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/7888/solution/jsonhttp://www.symphonyhq.com/
manipulation-c

∙Automate Human-in-the-loop Tasks
∙Monitor Digital Workforce Operations
∙Empower Business Users to Own, Create, Manage and Change

TAP Premier

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3347/solution/appian- https://www.appian.com/
∙Build Modern User Interfaces (Web and Mobile) to Support Robotic skill
Processes
∙Achieve Greater End-to-end Automation

Easily connect to Appian from Blue Prism using the new Appian Skill Complex Business Logic

This asset enables the user to create an offline inventory of all
business objects. This will be particularly useful to solution
designers and the Design Authority for finding re-usable
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
objects. It will also be useful for checking developers have kept m/dx/entry/3439/solution/objectinventory
to the design schema as instructed, and that objects are
properly documented.</p>
The ability to list objects and actions will a+H13+H14

3/28/2019

a

This asset is a business object that uses the output from the BP
command line /getbod function to create a list of all business
objects, pages, descriptions, inputs and outputs. Raw data can be
extracted as a collection, or a report can be created.

Knowledge & Insight

a

Retrieve information from the UK government's Companies House
Retrieve information from the UK government's Companies
database. Information such as company addresses, company officers, House database. Information such as company addresses,
official filings and insolvancy status.
company officers, official filings and insolvancy status.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/companie
s-house-uk-government

3/15/2019

Collaboration

a

Send and recieve sms text messages and mms picture messages
directly from your Blue Prism process. This skill can enable two way
Send/Recieve Text Messages
communication between Blue Prism solutions and humans, allowing
for true human-in-the-loop processing.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/twilio--sms-messaging-integration

2/26/2019

3/18/2019

a

DX Community
Developed

Generate Blue Prism
Access Report

K2

K2 and BluePrism
Integration

DX Community
Developed

Barcode Generator
Utility

Planning & Sequencing

a

TimelinePI

Digital Worker Process
Monitoring

Problem Solving

a

TimelinePI

Intelligent Process
Mining

Knowledge & Insight

a

Blue Prism

PDF Text Extraction
Google Cloud

Visual Perception

a

TimelinePI

Advanced Process
Query / Search

Knowledge & Insight

a

Bizagi

Bizagi Integration

Collaboration

a

Knowledge & Insight

a

Create a report detailing all of the users in your Blue Prism
environment and which permissions those users have. This
information is displayed in a way which is easy to digest and
manipulate. Great for audit purposes.

Easier Blue Prism Audit

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/generateblue-prism-access-report

2/22/2019

Delivering the Most Advanced Approach to Digital Process
Automation through K2 and Blue Prism

Accelerate digital transformation. Build and deploy process
applications rapidly to streamline business efficiency.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/6596/solution/k2-and- https://help.k2.com/kb002323
blueprism-integration

2/21/2019

Generate several types of barcodes. 1 dimensional barcodes (c39,
c128a, c128b, c128b) and 2 dimensional QR barcodes.

Create 1 dimensional barcodes

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/utility--barcode-generator

2/20/2019

TAP Affiliate

Ability to monitor and quantify process execution in real-time also
allows you to accurately assess and validate the return on
investment for any optimization or automation initiative.

Maintain 100% audit logs for the “As Is” process ensuring
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://timelinepi.com/partner/blueproper functionality; Sustain process expectations and process m/dx/entry/3452/solution/digitalprism/
worker-process-monitoring
excellence over time

2/15/2019

TAP Affiliate

TimelinePI: Raise Your Process IQ with Actionable Insight; Critical
insights to accelerate your digital transformation

Automatically expose 100% of process execution. Ensure
continuous improvement. Monitor your processes in near real
time.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://timelinepi.com/partner/bluem/dx/entry/3452/solution/intelligen
prism/
t-process-mining

2/15/2019

The Blue Prism/Google integration gives enterprises a certified
reference architecture for Google Cloud, as well as easy access to
drag-and-drop artificial intelligence for instant connection to Google
PDF Document Text Detection
Intelligent Services so that enterprises can select and configure any
of Google's supported services all while building a process within
Blue Prism.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/googlecloud-service---pdftiff-tex

2/15/2019

TAP Affiliate

Unlock value by creating an interactive process model that reflects
100% of your actual process execution.

No Integration! No Code! Fast Results!

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://timelinepi.com/partner/bluem/dx/entry/3452/solution/advancedprism/
process-query--search

2/14/2019

TAP Premier

Integrate Blue Prism with Bizagi to use your business processes
directly from Blue Prism.

Develop and adapt business models to support new
technologies like RPA.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/6257/solution/bizagihttps://www.bizagi.com
integration

2/12/2019

TAP Affiliate

Blue Prism

Comprehend Capability
AWS Cloud

a

Amazon Comprehend is a natural language processing (NLP) service
that uses machine learning to discover insights from text. Amazon
Comprehend provides Keyphrase Extraction, Sentiment Analysis,
Entity Recognition, Topic Modeling, and Language Detection APIs so Amazon Comprehend is a natural language processing (NLP)
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/amazonyou can easily integrate natural language processing into your
service that uses machine learning to find insights and
applications. You simply call the Amazon Comprehend APIs in your
relationships in text. No machine learning experience required. comprehend-by-blue-prism
application and provide the location of the source document or text.
The APIs will output entities, key phrases, sentiment, and language
in a JSON format, which you can use in your application.

2/7/2019

a

Rekognition Image is a deep learning powered image recognition
service that detects objects, scenes, and faces; extracts text;
recognizes celebrities; and identifies inappropriate content in
images. It also allows you to search and compare faces. Rekognition
Image is based on the same proven, highly scalable, deep learning
technology developed by Amazon's computer vision scientists to
Amazon Rekognition makes it easy to add image analysis to
analyze billions of images daily for Prime Photos. The service returns your applications.
a confidence score for everything it identifies so that you can make
informed decisions about how you want to use the results. In
addition, all detected faces are returned with bounding box
coordinates, which is a rectangular frame that fully encompasses the
face that can be used to locate the position of the face in the image.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/awsrekognition-by-blue-prism

2/7/2019

Signavio Dictionary integration allows you to create or update a
Signavio Dictionary entry from within a Blue Prism process.

Automatically register Blue Prism processes with the Signavio
Business Transformation Suite

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/5914/solution/signavio- https://www.signavio.com/
dictionary-integration

1/29/2019

Blue Prism

Rekognition Capability
AWS Cloud

Signavio

Signavio Dictionary
Integration

Knowledge & Insight

a

Reveal Group

Platform Migration
Assessment Tool

Knowledge & Insight

a

To help you adequately plan your platform upgrade and migration
path, our industry-leading Platform Architecture Design team have
created the Blue Prism v6 Platform Migration Assessment Tool
exclusively created by Reveal Group.

Ready to upgrade and migrate? Assess your platform first.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://revealgroup.com/platformm/dx/entry/3398/solution/platformmigration-assessment-tool/
migration-assessment-tool

1/16/2019

Blue Prism

API and VBO for Full
Contact

Knowledge & Insight

a

Full Contact is a sales tool that gathers a person's information using
an identity graph, this provides a 360 view of a prospect to sales
teams and updated contact information.

Receive a person’s email and returning complementary
information about the contact

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/fullcontact-api

1/14/2019

Blue Prism

Docker VBO

a

The Blue Prism Docker VBO allows for simple integrations with
containerised applications running alongside the Blue Prism Runtime
Resource. It allows Blue Prism to run and stop a local running
Ability to create a container image, which is a containerized
container. Interactions with the running container can be facilitated environment based on Linux or Windows
via the Blue Prism 6.4 Web API which is independent of the Docker
VBO.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/dockervbo

1/9/2019

Accelirate Inc.

Managed ROC

a

The Managed Robotic Operations Center (ROC) is designed for
Enterprises with bots in production, looking to scale deployments
while managing growing Bot Infrastructure

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://www.accelirate.com/contact
m/dx/entry/5910/solution/managed/
roc

1/9/2019

Accelirate Inc.

RPA90X

a

Proven, tried, and implemented 90-Day RPA Automation Accelerator Guaranteed way to achieve real results with accelerated
Program!
timelines on automation initiatives

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co https://www.accelirate.com/contact
m/dx/entry/5910/solution/rpa90x
/

1/8/2019

TAP Affiliate

Scale your RPA Automation Deployments

DocuBot is a self-learning, Intelligent, Document Parsing Software
used to identify documents and extract meaningful information with
greater accuracy, reducing the need for manual checks. Transform
Self trains to auto-extract relevant information from scanned
your unstructured data like KYC Document, Invoices, Balance Sheets,
images/ PDF documents
Bank Statements, Deposit Slips, Enrollment Forms, and many more
into structured information, while the BOT automates your
document workflow.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
http://botaiml.com/documentbot.ph
m/dx/entry/7742/solution/thedigital
p
workers

1/3/2019

BOT AI ML Pvt Ltd

BOT AI ML DocuBOT

Collaboration

a

TrustPortal

End-to-End Digital
Services

Collaboration

a

TAP Premier

Become a Fully-Digital Organisation

Digitise 100% of your products or services

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/5329/solution/abouthttps://www.trustportal.org/contact
end-to-end-digital-services

12/19/2018

TrustPortal

Enhanced Attended
Robotics

Collaboration

a

TAP Premier

Transform the Front-Office with TrustPortal and Blue Prism

2 to 3 times more productivity than traditional RDA.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/5329/solution/abouthttps://www.trustportal.org/contact
enhanced-attended-robotics

12/19/2018

TrustPortal

Human-Robot
Collaboration

Collaboration

a

TAP Premier

Automate more through Human and Robot Collaboration

Human/Robot Interactions: Users can start robot processes
and robots can get human help where necessary.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/5329/solution/abouthttps://www.trustportal.org/contact
human-robot-collaboration

12/19/2018

TrustPortal

Multi-Channel
Digitisation

Collaboration

a

TAP Premier

Introduce Digital ... for everything!

70-90% of human effort can be removed through digitisation

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/5329/solution/abouthttps://www.trustportal.org/contact
multi-channel-digitisation

12/19/2018

Blue Prism

Fixer Currency
Conversion Skill

Knowledge & Insight

a

The Fixer Currency Exchange Skill provides the ability to convert
currencies and get conversion rates. You can perform cureent
conversion functions, historical concervsions using a specified date,
review historical dates, receive the latest rates, as well as review a
multitude of supported currencies.

Converts a single value from one currency to another and can
be converted from a specified date. The conversion rate used
will have been update more recently depending on your
subscription with Fixer.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/fixercurreny-conversion-skill

12/14/2018

Blue Prism

Distance Matrix API
Google Maps

a

The Google Maps Distance Matrix API and VBO allows users to easily
Has separate action allowing users to specify locations either
call the Google API from within a Blue Prism Process and return the
as addresses or latitude/longitude coordinate pairs
response data in an easy-to-use format.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/googlemaps-distance-matrix-api-and

12/12/2018

Time Zone API Google
Maps

a

The Google Maps Time Zone API and VBO allows users to easily call
the API from within a Blue Prism Process and return the response
data in an easy-to-use format.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

Blue Prism

Allows input of datetimes instead of the Unix time required by
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/timethe API
zone-api-google-maps

12/12/2018

XE Currency Converter Planning & Sequencing

a

Easily query the world's leading online currency conversion service

Realtime currency conversion

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/xecurrency-converter

12/10/2018

HCL Technologies Ltd.

Exacto-Smart
Extraction Application

Visual Perception

a

Exacto-Smart Extraction Application

End to End automation of data extraction starting from
reading data from document to indexing those details in the
workflow tool.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://www.hcltech.com/brochures
m/dx/entry/4745/solution/exacto/bserv/exacto
smart-extraction-application

12/5/2018

RMR Technology
Solutions

Login to SAP

Planning & Sequencing

a

Login using SAP as ERP

Integrated SAP AG with BluePrism

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://rmrconsultores.com/rpa/#co
m/dx/entry/4714/solution/aboutntact
login-to-sap

12/5/2018

TimelinePI

Accelerated Process
Discovery

Planning & Sequencing

a

As demand and expectations skyrocket, RPA vendors and adopters
alike are finding their initiatives unintentionally and often
unnecessarily gated by the time and effort required by the pre-RPA
process discovery and benchmarking of the as-is state.

Delivers a single comprehensive end-to-end view of actual
process execution saving time and money in preimplementation

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://timelinepi.com/partner/bluem/dx/entry/3452/solution/accelerat
prism/
ed-process-discovery

12/4/2018

Digital Processing
Systems

Adding Images into MS
Word Document

Problem Solving

a

DPS Kuwait has developed this asset to add images directly in Word
document through VBO without the need of opening and
automating Word Document Application.

Automate Adding Image to Word Document

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/4915/solution/adding- http://www.dpskw.com
images-into-ms-word-document

11/29/2018

Blue Prism

Skill for Slack
Messaging

Collaboration

a

The skill for Slack Messaging can be used to send messages from a
digital worker user to channels and other users on Slack. Messages
can be richly formatted, and files can be uploaded as well.

Allow a Blue Prism® Process or Object to post formatted
messages and files to Slack conversations

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/slackmessaging

11/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

Remote Desktop
Services -Blue Prism

a

Blue Prism is commonly installed and run on a virtualised
infrastructure with virtual desktop images being used for Blue Prism
Runtime Resources, and this remains the recommended deployment Using RDS to host Blue Prism can dramatically increase the
approach. However for users with specific IT infrastructure
number of virtual workers which can be deployed per server
requirements, it may be desirable to deploy Blue Prism on a Remote
Desktop Services (RDS) environment.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/remotedesktop-services--blue-prism

11/20/2018

Blue Prism

Holiday API Skill

a

The Holiday API Skill allows a Blue Prism Process or Object to check if
there are any holidays that exist on a given date for a particular
Check if holidays exist on a given date in a particular country
country. This can be useful for scheduling and other activities to
ensure that dates don't conflict with known holidays.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/holidayapi-skill

11/19/2018

DX Community
Developed

Planning & Sequencing

TAP Affiliate

a

Robotics as a Service (RaaS) delivers Blue Prism in the Cloud just for
you:
∙Your secure and optimized RPA infrastructure in the Cloud
∙Start quickly and scale smartlyControl your infrastructure cost

An optimized infrastructure for RPA

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/4185/solution/robotics- https://www.invokeinc.com
as-a-service

11/14/2018

a

Working in increasingly global environment leads to working with
different date and time formats - our VBO aims to remove the
trouble completely!

With the asset developer can more extensively work with
different time formats and timezones.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3686/solution/date-and- https://digitalworkforce.eu/
time-manipulation-vbo

11/13/2018

a

InvoiceBotz is a RPA solution designed to take the headache out of
mass invoice processing and eliminate manual keying. With the help Eliminate human error and take the headache out of
of RPA, robots receive invoices, extract and validate data, and load it processing multiple invoice formats from vendors
to the AP system with a PDF copy of the invoice.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3594/solution/invoicebo https://wonderbotz.com/solutions
tz

11/13/2018

Planning & Sequencing

a

RPA projects usually last 1-2 months. But if the tasks prior to the
development phase have not been done accordingly, the projects can Successful RPA projects delivered on time
take six months or even longer.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3686/solution/abouthttps://www.dwfacademy.com
rpa-project-management

11/13/2018

Loop AI Labs Cognitive
Computing

Learning

a

Adds language-independent unsupervised learning and reasoning
capabilities to the Blue Prism RPA platform. The self-learning
cognitive technology allows for extremely fast deployment onpremises in a matter of days rather than months.

Unlock new, unique human language and workflow data and
add full enterprise knowledge to digitized processes.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3670/solution/loopaihttps://www.loop.ai
cognitive-learning

11/12/2018

Digital Workforce

Screen Capture Tool

Problem Solving

a

With Screen Capture Tool you can easily save what's on screen
during the process flow.

Easily take capture of what is currently on the monitor and
print it to a file

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3686/solution/screen- https://digitalworkforce.eu/
capture-tool

11/12/2018

Persistent

Smart Email Parser

Knowledge & Insight

a

Persistent's smart email parser leverages Natural Language
Processing and Intents to process the structured and un-structured
emails and provides the business relevant information and the
context based on the configurations.

Leverages Natural Language Processing and Intents to process
the structured and un-structured emails

https://www.persistent.com/newhttps://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
and-emergingm/dx/entry/3387/solution/smarttech/offerings/intelligent-businessemail-parser
automation/

11/12/2018

identitii

Overlay+ by identitii

Problem Solving

a

Overlay+ and Blue Prism combine to provide intelligent sharing of
verified information with permissioned counterparties.

Automated collection and secure exchange of information and
m/dx/entry/6794/solution/overlaydocumentation
by-identitii

INVOKE

Robotics as a Service

Digital Workforce

Date and Time
Manipulation VBO

WonderBotz

InvoiceBotz with
ABBYY Integration

Digital Workforce

RPA Project
Management

Loop AI Labs

Problem Solving

TAP Affiliate

TAP Affiliate

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://identitii.com/contact/

11/11/2018

a

The Language Translator API skill brings the latest achievements in
Deep Learning to your Blue Prism process. Via a simple drag and
https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
drop interface, you can now use the latest achievements in Neural
Use advancements in Neural-Machine-Learning to state of the
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/ibmMachine Translation to achieve a much higher rate of Automation. art results in Language Translation
watson-language-translation
This skill is one in a set of many which has been integrated with IBM
Watson's Cloud Platform.

11/9/2018

a

The Natural Language Understanding (NLU) API skill brings state-ofthe-art research and development in Deep Learning straight to your
Blue Prism process. By using Blue Prism's intuitive drag and drop
Use advancements in Deep Learning and Language Models to
interface, you can now bring in the latest achievements in Machine
analyse textual information
Learning to achieve a much higher rate of Automation. This skill is
just one out of many which have been integrated with IBM Watson's
Cloud Platform.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/ibmwatson-language-understanding

11/9/2018

Visual Perception

a

The Visual Recognition API skill brings state-of-the-art research and
development in Deep Learning straight to your Blue Prism process.
By using Blue Prism's intuitive drag and drop interface, you can now
Uses Deep Learning to analyse images
bring in the latest achievements in Machine Learning to achieve a
much higher rate of Automation. This skill is just one out of many
which have been integrated with IBM Watson's Platform.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/ibmwatson-visual-recognition

11/9/2018

Celonis Intelligent
Business Cloud

Knowledge & Insight

a

Business Transformation realized by combining RPA and the Celonis
Intelligent Business Cloud

Analyze and improve your as-is processes and search for
automation potential

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://www.celonis.com/intelligentm/dx/entry/3620/solution/celonis--business-cloud/
database-connector

11/5/2018

MagicLamp Software

Datacap WTM

Problem Solving

a

The Datacap WTM Connector allows for Direct Integration to IBM
Datacap

Ensure that your OCR Data is Accurate, Valid and Usable with
Confidence by Robots Downstream

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3609/solution/datacap- http://www.magiclampsoftware.net
wtm

11/5/2018

Reveal Group

Address Validation
Google Geocoding

Problem Solving

a

Validate, compare, and standardise your mailing addresses

Simple method for comparing addresses

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3398/solution/google- http://www.revealgroup.com
geocoding-address-validation

11/2/2018

Xeelo Ltd

Xeelo Complete GDPR
Solution

Problem Solving

a

TAP Affiliate

Solve all your GDPR and Data Privacy needs with a simple way to
demonstrate full compliance that also lets you search all your
existing systems for individual data records with BluePrism robots.

Complete GDPR Solution

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3592/solution/xeelohttp://www.xeelo.com/gdpr/
complete-gdpr-solution

11/2/2018

Xeelo Ltd

Xeelo Masterdata
Management

Planning & Sequencing

a

TAP Affiliate

Manage all your Master Data across your entire enterprise from a
single Golden Record maintained in Xeelo. Ensure full compliance
with SoX and GDPR, including full audit trails of changes but
importantly also who viewed each data record.

Manage Master Data

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3592/solution/xeelohttp://www.xeelo.com/
masterdata-management

11/2/2018

Blue Prism

Language Translate
Skill IBM Watson

Knowledge & Insight

Blue Prism

Language
Understanding IBM
Watson

Knowledge & Insight

Blue Prism

Visual Recognition Skill
IBM Watson

Celonis

TAP Premier

a

Build and Manage Complex Automation Workflows and
Orchestration

End to End Process Orchestration

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3592/solution/xeelohttp://www.xeelo.com/
workflow-and-orchestration

11/2/2018

a

This utility controls access to foreground operations by providing a
locking mechanism.

This utility controls access to foreground operations by
providing a locking mechanism.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-foreground-locker

11/1/2018

General Utility Blue
Prism

a

Provides several generic utility functions.

Provides several generic utility functions.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-general-utility

11/1/2018

DX Community
Developed

Image Manipulation
Blue Prism

a

This utility provides utility methods for analyzing and manipulating
images.

This utility provides utility methods for analyzing and
manipulating images.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-image-manipulation

11/1/2018

DX Community
Developed

JSON Utility Blue Prism

a

This utility provides the capability to parse JSON into a collection and This utility provides the capability to parse JSON into a
also to turn a collection into JSON.
collection and also to turn a collection into JSON.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-json-utility

11/1/2018

DX Community
Developed

Locking Utility Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides the capability to lock and release locks on queue This utility provides the capability to lock and release locks on
items.
queue items.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-locking-utility

11/1/2018

DX Community
Developed

Network Utility Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides network related actions.

This utility provides network related actions

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-network-utility

11/1/2018

DX Community
Developed

Numeric Operations
Blue Prism

a

This utility provides several mathematical functions.

This utility provides several mathematical functions.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-numeric-operations

11/1/2018

Xeelo Ltd

Xeelo Workflow and
Orchestration

DX Community
Developed

Foreground Locker Blue
Prism

DX Community
Developed

Planning & Sequencing

TAP Affiliate

DX Community
Developed

OAuth 2.0 Blue Prism

a

Provides the capability to authorize against a web service using
Oauth 2.0.

Provides the capability to authorize against a web service using
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueOauth 2.0.
prism-oauth-20

DX Community
Developed

REST Webservice Blue
Prism

a

Provides the capability to connect to REST based webservice APIs.

Provides the capability to connect to REST based webservice
APIs

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-rest-webservice

11/1/2018

DX Community
Developed

Strings Utility Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides utility functions for manipulating text.

This utility provides utility functions for manipulating text.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-strings-utility

11/1/2018

WonderBotz

Account ReconBotz

a

Account ReconBotz accelerates monthly close, auto-reconcile up to
95 percent of accounts

Integrate seamlessly with existing account reconciliation
technologies (e.g. BlackLine or Trintech)

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3594/solution/account- https://wonderbotz.com/solutions
reconbotz

10/30/2018

AVO Consulting

AVO.Regex

Knowledge & Insight

a

Regular Expression (Regex) Search Utility

Easy to Use

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://www.avoconsulting.no/
m/dx/entry/3593/solution/avoregex

10/30/2018

Avanade

Intelligent Help Desk

Problem Solving

a

Our Intelligent Help Desk solution utilises Avanade's expertise to
integrate Microsoft's Cognitive services from the Azure cloud
platform with text analytics API and Robotic Process Automation
software (RPA) using Blue Prism, the leading global RPA provider.

Intelligent Help Desk identifies the specific intent of each IT
Helpdesk request received

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3595/solution/intelligen https://www.avanade.com/en
t-help-desk

10/30/2018

Blue Prism

Natural Language Skill
Google Cloud

Knowledge & Insight

a

This Natural Language Processing (NLP) API skill brings state-of-theart research and development in Deep Learning straight to your Blue
Prism process. By using Blue Prism's intuitive drag and drop
Use advancements in Deep Learning and Language Models to
interface, you can now bring in the latest achievements in Machine
analyse textual information
Learning to achieve a much higher rate of Automation. This skill is
just one out of many which have been integrated with Google's
Cloud Platform.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/googlenatural-language-processing

10/29/2018

Blue Prism

Text Analytics Skill
Azure Cloud

Knowledge & Insight

a

The Text Analytics API skill brings the latest achievements in Deep
Learning and Language Models to your Blue Prism process. Via a
simple drag and drop interface, you can now use the latest
achievements in Machine Learning to achieve a much higher rate of
Automation. This skill is one in a set of three which has been
integrated with Azure.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/microsofttext-analytics-2

10/29/2018

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

Use advancements in Deep Learning and Language Models to
analyse textual information

11/1/2018

a

The Cloud Translation API skill brings the latest achievements in
Deep Learning to your Blue Prism process. Via a simple drag and
drop interface, you can now use the latest achievements in Neural
Machine Translation to achieve a much higher rate of Automation.
This skill is one in a set of many which has been integrated with
Google's Cloud Platform.

a

The Vision API skill brings state-of-the-art research and development
in Deep Learning straight to your Blue Prism process. By using Blue
Prism's intuitive drag and drop interface, you can now bring in the
Uses Deep Learning to analyse images
latest achievements in Machine Learning to achieve a much higher
rate of Automation. This skill is just one out of many which have
been integrated with Google's Cloud Platform.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/googlevision

10/29/2018

Calendars Utility Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides methods for interacting with a specified
calendar

Provides capability to interface with calendars

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-calendars-utility

10/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

Date & Time
Manipulation Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides serveral functions for manipulating dates and
times within an automation

Provides capability to manipulate dates and times

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/date-andtime-manipulation

10/26/2018

Blue Prism

Environment Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides interaction with the Blue Prism Environment,
such as read screen resolution, determine the OS type, etc.

Provides interaction with Blue Prism Environment

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-environment

10/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

File Management
Utility Blue Prism

a

This utility provides methods for interacting with a system

Provides capability for file management

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/filemanagement-blue-prism-utility

10/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

HTTP Communication
Utility

a

This utility provides the capability to communicate with web services Provides capability to communicate with web services using
using the HTTP protocol
the HTTP protocol

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/httpcommunication-utility

10/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

OLEDB Utility Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides methods for interacting with Object Linking and
Provides capability for OLEDB
Embedding Database

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-oledb-utility

10/26/2018

Blue Prism

Translate Skill Google
Cloud

Knowledge & Insight

Blue Prism

Vision Skill Google
Cloud

Visual Perception

DX Community
Developed

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

Use advancements in Neural-Machine-Learning to state of the
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/googleart results in Language Translation
translate

10/29/2018

DX Community
Developed

POP3/SMTP Utility
Blue Prism

a

This utility provides capability to interact with POP3 and SMTP email This utility provides capability to interact with POP3 and SMTP
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprotocols
email protocols
prism-pop3smtp-utility

DX Community
Developed

SQL Server Utility Blue
Prism

a

This utility provides methods for interacting with SQL Server

Provides capability to interact with SQL Server

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-sql-server-utility

10/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

Active Directory Utility
Blue Prism

a

This is a Business Object for interacting with Active Directory using
the LDAP based API in .NET

Provides capability for Blue Prism to interact with Active
Directory

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/activedirectory-blue-prism-utility

10/25/2018

DX Community
Developed

Collection
Manipulation Blue
Prism

a

Utility that provides several functions for manipulating collections

Provides capability to manipulate collections

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/blueprism-collection-manipulation

10/25/2018

REINFER LTD

Communications
Analytics Automation

DX Community
Developed

MS Outlook Blue Prism
Utility

Blue Prism

Translate Skill Azure
Cloud

Knowledge & Insight

Blue Prism

Vision Skill Azure Cloud

Visual Perception

Visual Perception

a

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

10/26/2018

Convert electronic communications data (emails, calls, chats, https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
Make communications (email, chat, calls) structured, actionable data
notes etc) into structured actionable data with state of the art m/dx/entry/3610/solution/reinfer- https://reinfer.io
- for analytics and automation.
cognitive-intent-engine
ML.

10/25/2018

a

This is a MS Outlook Business Object - Utility that provides the
capability for Blue Prism to interact with MS Outlook (up to the
Office 2016 variant).

Provides capability for Blue Prism to interact with MS Outlook
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/ms(up to Office 2016 variant).
outlookvblue-prism-utility

10/25/2018

a

The Translate API skill brings the latest achievements in Deep
Learning to your Blue Prism process. Via a simple drag and drop
interface, you can now use the latest achievements in Machine
Learning to achieve a much higher rate of Automation. This skill is
one in a set of three which has been integrated with Azure.

Use advancements in Neural-Machine-Learning to state of the
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/microsoftart results in Language Translation
translate-skill

a

The Vision API skill brings the latest achievements in Deep Learning
to your Blue Prism process. Via a simple drag and drop interface, you
can now use the latest achievements in Machine Learning to achieve Uses Deep Learning to analyse images
a much higher rate of Automation. This skill is one in a set of three
which has been integrated with Azure.

TAP Affiliate

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/microsoftvision-skill

10/25/2018

10/25/2018

DX Community
Developed

MS Word Blue Prism
Utility

a

This is a MS Word Business Object. A utility that provides the
capability for Blue Prism to interact with MS Word (up to Office
2016 variant).

Provides capability for Blue Prism to interact with MS Word
(up to Office 2016 version)

DX Community
Developed

MS Excel Blue Prism
Utility

a

This is a MS Excel Business Object - Utility that provides the
capability for Blue Prism to interact with MS Excel (up to the Office
2016 variant).

Provides capability for Blue Prism to interact with MS Excel (up
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/ms-excelto Office 2016 variant)
blue-prism-utility

10/11/2018

DX Community
Developed

Credentials - Process
Example

Learning

a

Using examples, shows how to use Blue Prism credentials within
your own process flows.

Examples of how to use Blue Prism credentials within your
own process flows.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/processexamples--credentials

10/4/2018

DX Community
Developed

Delete Old Work Queue
Items

Learning

a

A simple flow showing how to clear down all Work Queues.

A process that can be used to clear down old queue data for all
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/deleteWork Queues.
old-work-queue-items

DX Community
Developed

Extracting Data from
Text

Learning

a

This shows how you might extract data from a structured Email, PDF, Examples of how to find and extract data values from text
or system notes.
documents.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/extractin
g-data-from-text

10/4/2018

DX Community
Developed

Windows Event Log
Utility

Learning

a

The asset allows you to post entries to the Windows Event log. Used
by some customers as part of their Blue Prism Alerting solution,
Allows you to post entries to the Windows Event log.
where a separate monitoring tool is monitoring Windows Alerts on
the Robot machines.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/utility-windows-event-log

10/4/2018

TimelinePI

TimelinePI Process
Intelligence

Planning & Sequencing

a

TAP Affiliate

You are constantly searching for new ways to improve your
processes. You already have all the data; it's time to build a better
view of your business. TimelinePI giving you the ability to easily
query process flow, uncover variations, and quickly identify and
manage the unexpected.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://timelinepi.com/partner/bluem/dx/entry/3452/solution/timelinep
prism/
i-process-intelligence

10/3/2018

ABBYY

ABBYY FlexiCapture
Connector

Visual Perception

a

TAP Premier

ABBYY FlexiCapture Connector for Blue Prism provides the
integration between the ABBYY FlexiCapture enterprise platform and
Intelligent OCR & data capture technologies to automate
Blue Prism, automating the processing of unstructured content document centric processes
documents, images, and text - turning into structured actionable
data.

https://www.abbyy.com/enhttps://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
us/solutions/content-iq-form/dx/entry/3470/solution/abbyyrpa/connector-add-intelligentflexicapture-connector
capture-to-blue-prism/

9/27/2018

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/ms-wordblue-prism-utility

10/17/2018

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co

No Integration! No Code! Fast Results!

10/4/2018

Reveal Group

Reveal™ Operational
Intelligence

Planning & Sequencing

a

Reveal is an operational intelligence and diagnostic tool for scoping
RPA opportunities - enabling comprehensive data to be collected and Reveal™ is a rapid-to-deploy enterprise SaaS solution
insights to be reported within a short timeframe.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://revealgroup.com/solutionsm/dx/entry/3398/solution/revealtmservices/operational-excellence/
wfm

9/26/2018

DX Community
Developed

Approximate Matching Process Ex.

Problem Solving

a

Integration uses algorithms to compare different text strings to
identify matches and intelligently decide if text is correct or as
expected.

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3439/solution/processexamplesapprox-matching

9/24/2018

Lateetud

Lateetud nVizion

Visual Perception

a

nVizion: Zero-code, template and rules based solution for high
Highly configurable OCR engine supporting multiple image
throughput needs to read structured and unstructured data for Blue
formats
Prism automation

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://www.lateetud.com/solutions
m/dx/entry/3383/solution/lateetud/advanced-data-intake-nvizion/
nvizion

9/24/2018

Persistent

Smart Document
Classifier

Visual Perception

a

Smart Doc Classifier enhances the reliability and accuracy of
Automated process to take adaptive decisions with zero or
document using multiple OCR engines and advanced ML algorithms. minimal human intervention

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3387/solution/smarthttp://www.persistent.com
document-classifier

9/24/2018

NEOOPS

NEOOPS MS Outlook
VBO

Planning & Sequencing

a

This VBO allows Blue Prism to manage emails in MS Outlook

Retreive emails by subject

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3351/solution/neoops- http://www.neoops.com/
ms-outlook-vbo

9/19/2018

Auro

Auro IMAP VBO

Collaboration

a

Email Functions (via IMAP) for Robot Use

Email functions using IMAP

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3338/solution/aurohttp://www.aurorpa.com
imap-vbo

9/16/2018

Expert System

Cogito Discover Claims
Connector

Knowledge & Insight

a

TAP Premier

Make Blue Prism robots more intelligent thanks to Cogito AI.

Accelerate claims through automated claims routing

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
m/dx/entry/3350/solution/cogitohttps://www.expertsystem.com/
discover-connector

9/16/2018

Ephesoft

Ephesoft Document
Intelligence VBO

Visual Perception

a

TAP Affiliate

Ephesoft makes BP document-aware with machine learning,
exposing unstructured document data through classification,
separation and data extraction with OCR.

Makes BP robot(s) document-aware with machine learning
OCR

https://digitalexchange.blueprism.co
https://ephesoft.com/learn/technolo
m/dx/entry/3349/solution/ephesoftgy-partners/blue-prism/
document-intelligence-vbo

9/16/2018

Uses algorithms to compare different text strings to find
matches

Used for capturing, reporting, planning and managing work related
items. It integrates multiple data source, enable easy collaboration
One step integration for SmartSheet allowing Blue Prism to
and data/file sharing. API For Smartsheet. API For SmartSheets by
interact directly through the API
Invoke makes enables you to have a quick access to all this data and
make it ready for automation.

https://www.invokeinc.com/

Shibumi adds benefits tracking and realization capabilities to Blue
Prism Robotic Process Automation (RPA). The Shibumi
Forecast the anticipated savings for the entire autoamtion
integration unlocks critical COE governance processes
program and validate the business cases directly from Blue
to give enterprises the ability to scale their automation
Prism.
programs faster and more efficiently and realize greater
ROI from their automation program.

https://shibumi.com/help

a

A self sustaining design solution to enable flexible and advanced
scheduling options to streamline bot utilization and automation of
processes

NeuO automatically free up bot operations for routine
maintenance activities

https://www.10xds.com/contact-us/

a

This utility provides functions for manipulating, creating, and
extracting zip files

Create and extract a ZIP files

www.techstra.tech

INVOKE

API for SmartSheets

Problem Solving

a

Shibumi

Shibumi-Blue Prism
Integration

Knowledge & Insight

a

10xDS

Neural Orchestrator
(NeuO)

Problem Solving

Techstra

Techstra Zip

Problem Solving

TAP Affiliate

